frequency of Y mutations in men (can it really be high as 2%?) that the fertility of the whole human population will plummet within 125,000 years (upping the ante on my calculation of 9 million years). But does the disappearance of the Y chromosome, as Sykes avers, really mean the extinction of humankind unless we can dispense with the imprinting of at least 100 genes and embrace parthenogenesis? I don't see why. After all, several spermatogenesis genes, and even SRY, have already been dumped in other species with no ill effect.
Indeed, the book abounds with bold assertions hedged by "I can't prove it but…". Families that produce more boys than girls (the Sykes clan again, documented by dusty records from a village school) expose a superselfish Y chromosome. Newspaper accounts of female-only families are proof of toxic, Y-hating, superselfish mitochondria. Even the 'gay gene' turns out to be a mitochondrial plot.
I welcome speculation in popular-science books. Sharing with the public the leaps of imagination that make science exciting and creative might banish its image as gadget-driven and boffin-dominated. But speculation on speculation becomes tedious, and ultimately I feel that the central argument degenerates under its weight -like the Y chromosome itself. Thus, Xie and Shauman believe that the gender gap in parenting responsibilities is a barrier to women's progress in science careers.
They offer few policy recommendations, but at least one seems new. Given the likelihood that a woman who leaves college with a science or engineering degree began her studies in a non-science field,educators need to figure out how to make studying science more attractive to women who are currently majoring in something else. Recruitment at the undergraduate level may be at least as important as retention.
Xie and Shauman's findings also provide further evidence for the idea that employers should embrace policies that increase both flexibility (such as job-sharing and flexitime) and the availability of on-site childcare for working mothers.
It is important to note that the methodology that enables Xie and Shauman to provide us with definitive answers to some kinds of questions is a blunt instrument when it comes to others. For example, the authors are explicitly unable to address any possible school-level influences on young women's career plans,and cannot distinguish between physics,which currently attracts few women, and the biological sciences, in which women earn as many or more degrees than men. Nor can they offer insight into questions of institutional climate and practice and their effects, including effects on post-undergraduate leakage from science. This is not to disparage the book for what it does not do -Xie and Shauman's careful research answers hard questions that have, in the past, seemed virtually unanswerablebut simply to note the limitations inherent in using the kind of data available to them. Their work should serve as a stimulus to further research applying equally careful and creative approaches to the many questions that remain. The German artist and natural historian Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717) was a remarkable woman who, as a single mother, earned her living as an artist and travelled to South America in search of new specimens to paint. She came from a family of artistsher father was an engraver, and both her stepfather and her husband were painters.
Maria had a keen eye for nature and as a child kept silkworms so that she could record their development in her paintings of flowers and insects.
She published many books of her own, although the painting of coconut crabs shown here was one of the illustrations she made for Georg Eberhard Rumpf's book D'Amboinsche Rariteitkammer.
Many of Maria's original paintings were purchased by Tsar Peter the Great for his art museum in St Petersburg, Russia. They are now available to a wider audience in Maria Sibylla Merian: The St Petersburg Watercolours (Prestel, £55).
Mary Purton
Wildlife in watercolours
